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Horse Helpers of the High Country’s (HHHC) mission is to be a voice for, and to
protect all equine through equine rescue, education, and advocacy, and to establish and inspire
positive human-animal bonds. We strive to create a safe environment for all the rescue’s

animals as well as volunteers and visitors. An atmosphere of community and routine
promotes the horses’ emotional and physical well being.
This brief manual provides information about HHHC and how the facility is run. All
policies and procedures are created with our mission in mind. Sometimes people
volunteer with us hoping they will get a chance to ride horses. This rarely happens, first of
all we don’t know the
degree of training a
horse has had when
they arrive at the
rescue. Often all of our
horses are in the early
stages of rehabilitation
and no one can ride
them. Second, our
training under saddle
involves undoing
mistakes in their earlier
training. We use
advanced riders with
extensive time learning
our training
philosophy, which is a
geared to the temperament and job we believe a horse best suited too. And remember,
many of our volunteers are experienced riders, but they are experienced with “made”
horses, which we don’t usually get. It is a different kind of experience which is why we
are so cautious about putting people on these horses until they have been “made.” We do
get horses at all levels of training. Finally, we try to pair a horse with a rider, as the horse
learns better at this stage with one individual riding style. HHHC’s goal is to rehabilitate
the horses and bring them the farthest in their healing as we can.
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Horse Helpers Policies
HHHC strives to create a calm and consistent environment. Watch how a barn leader
completes a task with a horse and try to repeat it as closely as possible. Loud, fractious
movement can be agitating to a horse already mistrustful of humans. On the flip side, all
horses need to be able to handle unexpected movement, loud noises, and changes in
intonation. We want them to learn to deal with this in a controlled environment to insure
the safety of the horse and our volunteers. Once we are sure a horse has a sense of
security in its stall and with us, we can begin exposing him or her to new things.
Some of these rules may seem intuitive. But the more it is said, the more routine all of
these things will become.
Code of Conduct
1. No one is allowed on the premises unless a designated barn leader is present.
2. No one is allowed to volunteer for HHHC without completing a liability release
form.
3. All volunteers go through an orientation and sign a commitment form to
provide 10 hours a month of volunteer time for six months.
4. Never go into the pasture without the authorization of the barn leader.
5. Only give horses treats after checking with the barn leader.
6. Do not enter a stall in which a horse is present without a barn leader’s permission.
7. An adult must accompany anyone under the age of 16; this means the adult works
directly with the minor. Exceptions are made depending on the maturity,
commitment, and level of experience of the minor.
8. If grooming a horse in a stall the horse should be tied.
9. No drugs or alcohol are allowed when working with horses.
10. No smoking is ever allowed inside the fenced Horse Helper’s property. If you need
to smoke outside of the fenced area, please pick up your butts.
11. No loud music may be played in the barn when horses are present.
12. Every time you go through any gate CLOSE IT and LATCH IT. We never know
what another volunteer is doing at a given moment, they may have let a dog out of the
house or brought a horse into the barn. This includes stall mucking. We can’t say this
enough! CLOSE AND LATCH GATES WHEN YOU GO THROUGH.
13. Always latch the barn door into the arena. Horses test this door.
14. Never tie a horse and walk away.
15. Return any tools you have used. Pick up after yourself.
16. Follow all the safety procedures recommended in this manual.
17. Agree to commit 10 hours a month for 6 months after training
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Safety and Training
All volunteers are required to go through an orientation and training session so that they can be wellequipped to interact with our horses. Horses are very specific creatures and each of them have their own
personality and react differently. During this training we cover !"#$!%$&'%($#)'$*+,,+#-($.+,+#-($&-/$
.&0)%,($#)'$1'#2'&*,($2%-%'&0$,&3%45$!+4"$4"%$"#',%,($&-/$&$4#)'$#3$4"%$3&6+0+4+%,7$8"+,$+,$&$2'%&4$4+*%$3#'$
.#0)-4%%',$4#$&,9$&-5$:)%,4+#-,$&;#)4$,&3%45$#-$4"%$3&'*7$8"+,$,%,,+#-$,"#)0/$2%4$.#0)-4%%',$
&660+*&4%/$4#$#)'$%-.+'#-*%-4$&-/$1'%1&'%$%.%'5#-%$4#$,%'.%$,&3%05$&-/$%33+6+%-4057$
Culture
We strive to make Horse Helpers of the High Country a welcoming and safe environment for our
employees, volunteers, visitors, and animals. We have been serving parts of Tennessee and North Carolina
since 2004 and continue to uphold our commitment to local communities by rescuing horses from unhealthy
environments and supporting the nurturing of our human community as well. We provide a safe haven for
our rescue horses and other animals, as well as many community services such as speaking engagements,
farm tours, school trips, conflict transformation workshops, internship opportunities, and matchmaking.
How we speak and care for our animals teaches us about ourselves and one another. Workers and volunteers
should have a positive attitude, willingness to learn, and provide an overall understanding, welcoming, and
positive spirit.
Comments and Feedback
In the garage there is a comment and feedback box where we encourage you to leave any suggestions or
improvements we can make at the barn, for our horses, or how we can better serve you.
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Map of Farm Facility
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Procedures
Arriving at the Farm:
1. Sign in on the volunteer sheet at the door of the barn. This is important
information for us as it increases our chances for receiving grants and you can use
your time as a tax write-off.
2. Check in with barn leader to see what is happening. Many of our chores are the
same every day, muck stalls, scrub buckets, sweep the barn, clean leather, and put
out hay. But sometimes there are specific things that need to be done on that day.
3. Check the first dry erase board in the barn for announcements.
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Feeding:
BE AWARE THAT FEED AMOUNTS, MEDICATIONS, AND SUPPLEMENTS
CHANGE REGULARLY FOR EACH HORSE. DON’T ASSUME THE AMOUNTS
OR MEDICATIONS/SUPPLEMENTS ARE THE SAME AS THE LAST TIME YOU
DID FOOD.
If you are feeding horses you will be doing it your first time with the barn leader, but
after you are comfortable with working it out yourself you will follow the instructions
on the dry erase board in the feed room above the bins. The food you use is kept in
metal cans inside the feed bins, as you enter the room. Each can is marked with the
food type, no two meals are the same. All can measurements are based on a Folgers
coffee can. When the board says to feed " can of TOTAL EQUINE, for example, use a
red Folgers coffee can.
Some horses have supplements or medication added to their meal. For example, we often
have horses on antihistamines or liquid aloe vera, pro biotics or some other supplement.
All the supplements are found on the shelf above the bins and are marked clearly. The
measurement will be found inside the supplement container.
After you have prepared a horse’s meal pour it into their feed bucket in their stall. Each
horse has their name on the stall and there is a white board with stall order on it in the
aisle if you are confused---horses stalls change too. Each horse will have two water
buckets in their stall and a container for food. Pour the food into the appropriate
container. Repeat until all the meals are in the stalls
Check the feed board for what forage a horse receives, some get alfalfa, some hay, some
a combination. All horses, unless otherwise state should get free choice hay, meaning
stuff their hay bins.
Fill water buckets—water should be clean, not old
Close all the feed cans making sure the lids are on tightly! Give the cat a bowl of food on
the opposite set of bins. Close the bins.
**Close and latch the room when you leave. Turn out light.**
After you have all these steps, bring in the horses. Refer to the next section for our
procedure to safely bring horses into their stalls.
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Bringing in

from the

1. Horses will be waiting by the gate.
2. Lead lines and halters are hanging to the
left of the door and most have the horses’
names on them.
3. NEVER BRING A HORSE IN WITHOUT
A HALTER ON!
4. Walk to the barn door and wait for a horse
to approach you, they will do this in order
of herd hierarchy. If a horse is unwilling to
allow you to easily halter them, wait. Our
job is to teach them that haltering brings
good things, like dinner. They should not
be throwing their head around or making
you chase them. It should be a positive
experience for them, not scary. Just be
patient.
5. Once the halter is on (you are inside barn,
they are outside and have stuck their heads
over the door. Open the barn door always face
the round pen and watch horses in round pen
not horse on the lead. Step to the left, and
the horse should come in and turn to face you as you close the door. This is good
training for them. You can then quickly close and latch the barn door before
another horse has a chance to “charge” through. You can’t lead a horse in and
leave the barn door open or you will have a barn full of loose horses.
6. Lead the horse to their stall making sure they use good leading manners, enter the
stall with the horse and turn the horse toward the door with you standing at the
entrance to the stall so that you can make a quick escape should something
happen. Remove the halter and hang it on the horse’s hook. There is a proper way
to hang the leadline and halter
7. NEVER SEPARATE A LEADLINE FROM A HALTER. IF YOU NEED A
LEADLINE GO FIND AN EXTRA ONE AT THE END OF THE MAIN
AISLE.
** With new horses or poorly trained horses you may have trouble getting a
horse to let you halter them. Make them stay in the round pen until they willingly
come to you. If this is the last horse to come in, he or she will eventually allow
you to calmly approach them. Don’t get frustrated; our job is to retrain them that
people do good things for them so frustration defeats the purpose. Every chance
we get to be calm, clear, and firm, showing them what you want and showing
them that you won’t get angry--or give up, becomes a chance to teach.**
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Tying Horses:
There are many times you will need to tie a horse and not too many places on this farm
where you can do it. First, remember that no matter how well you know a horse, never tie
it and walk away from. This is especially important for rescued horses, many have just
learned to wear a halter much less how to stand tied. If you must walk away, ask someone
to stand by your horse until you return. Better yet, before you bring the horse to the tied
area, gather all your tools at the location you plan to tie the horse. Probably the best place
to tie a horse is in its stall or at a fence post in the yard—do not tie on a cross board. (We
often groom horses in their stalls because of our limited space.) Do not groom or tack a
loose horse in their stall, make sure they are tied! Always use a quick release knot or, if you
are unsure how the horse will respond, wrap the lead line around the post a couple of
times instead of tying.
When you are tying a horse note the length of line you leave the horse. You want a horse
to be able to move its head in every direction comfortably but not long enough for the
horse to get close to another horse or get its leg caught in the lead. Cross ties are also
available at the front of the barn. Check with a barn leader if you are going to use these,
not all horses are trained to cross ties. Make sure that the horses are spaced far enough
apart so they are unable to turn and kick each other.

Quick release knot instructions:
1
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Mucking or Stripping
Mucking/picking stalls is something we do every day. It is the most time consuming part
of the rescue and even though it is only shoveling poo, one of the most important. Almost
all of these horses have come to us starved or abused. Their immune systems are
compromised. Keeping their stalls clean reduces their chance of upper respiratory
problems. Urine-soaked bedding can create a many problems beyond upper respiratory
issues; it burns your eyes and can cause infections on their legs. Too much feces spreads
the incidence of intestinal parasites and skin problems. This chore is crucial to the well
being of our horses. So…how do you pick or muck stalls?
Get muck buckets, which are big buckets
with side handles, found at the end of the
main aisle with forks and shovels. When
a bucket is full get a cart and roll it
outside the fence to one of the two trailers
kept right outside. Finally you will need a
pitchfork and a shovel.
Mucking a stall is removing any
feces and wet spots in a stall. Simple enough,
and yet it still takes some skill. First
remove the obvious wet spots and manure.
Forks work best for removing
manure. The bedding in the stalls, or shavings, are very
expensive—in fact they are one of our greatest
expenses--so make sure and shake the dry shavings out
of the fork while keeping the manure in. Use the shovel
to remove urine soaked shavings.
Empty any wet shavings or poop
out of the mineral block containers and place them
under the feeder or hay net. Get wet shavings out from
under the salt block.
Once you have removed the obvious wet spots and manure take your shovel or fork and
rake the shavings that are along the walls of the stall into the middle of the stall. Some
horses like to bury their urine or feces. It is amazing what you find in the corners. Get all
the old, dry shavings into the center and then add more shavings as needed. A stall should
be covered completely with shavings--lightly around the outside and more densely in the
middle. If a stall is empty it takes three muck buckets of new shavings to refill stall, fourfive for the large stall. You can use this as a judge as to how many buckets to add.
When all stalls are done return the tools to their proper locations
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Stripping a Stall:
Once a week all the shavings are removed from the stalls or stripped, this way we make
sure no latent infection is lurking in the old shavings. First strip the stall of all shavings.
Ideally leave the stall free of shavings for a few hours to air the pads out.

Stall Mats:
Approximately every three months it is necessary to strip all the pads out of the stalls to
be disinfected and to allow the stalls to air out. This should be done on a day when the
weather is warm and sunny. It is an all-day job, so best to start early. Strip all the stalls of
shavings and haul the mats outside. Try to keep track of which mats belonged in which
stall—they aren’t all cut the same way. Spray both sides of the mats with disinfectant and
hose them down. Let the stall floors dry (the mats are permeable so there is always urine
under the mats). Once the stall floors are dry, spray with disinfectant. Return mats to the
stalls after they are dry, and follow the final stages listed in Stripping a Stall.
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Watering

in the Winter:

We have water run to each stall in the barn. In the winter we have to take special
precautions to insure that water lines don’t break and that the water continues to run.
Please follow these instructions carefully; they are complex but necessary.
If it is significantly below freezing do not use the running water in the barns. Fill buckets
from the outside pump. If outside pumps are frozen we have to bring in water from the
stream. This usually only happens a few times a winter. If the temperature is freezing or
above quickly fill all the water buckets and clear out the lines before the lines have an
opportunity to freeze. This is how:
1. Hook the hose running into the barn to the outside pump/spigot.
2. Turn on the water.
3. Fill all buckets
4. Turn off the water at the main and
unscrew the hose.
5. Back in the barn turn all the faucets on
completely so that excess water can drain
out.
6. Go back and turn all the faucets off except at
the big double stall. Beside this stall is a
pressure tank; it should be plugged in.
Attached to the tank hose is an air blower.
Insert the blower into the end of the hose at
this stall.
7. Keep pressured air blowing into hose for at
least a minute. If someone else is with you they
can go outside and let you know when water is
no longer running out of the hose. Blowing
longer is better then blowing less.
8. Go back and again open all the faucets at all the hoses, water will have been blown
into the top of each of these and the water needs to be drained out.
9. Go back and close all the faucets/hoses after they have drained. Replace the insulated covers
over every faucet
10. Make sure the electric buckets (each horse in the barn has one electric heated

bucket and one standard bucket) are plugged in.
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Information about a
We are dependent on you to let us know if there is anything unusual going on with a
horse. It is also important to record information for the horse’s future family. Horses have
a clipboard posted on the aisle by the feed room. If you notice any health or emotional
changes, if the farrier comes, or the vet comes write what you noted on the health portion
of the clipboard. If you are part of any training with a horse write this on the Training
board and added to that horse’s records later.
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Being Safe with the
Horses are prey animals; they have limited sight based on the position of their eyes.
Because of their vulnerable position, they are always communicating with each other and
us. These qualities shape the way they react to a situation and it is important that we learn
to read their cues.
1. Never stand directly behind a horse unless you know the horse and you know that
the horse is aware of your presence.
2. A horse has a wide angle of view but can't see directly behind. When moving
around a horse keep your hand on their body and stay close to them so they know
where you are. If you are close it is harder for a horse to kick you. The kick zone is
about 2-5 feet out from their body and horses can kick to the side as well as
behind.
3. When leading a horse stay to their side, generally their left side. If a horse is
behind you and spooks or slips it will move onto you.
4. Never put food out for one horse with another horse loose or tied nearby.
5. Never allow a horse to be loose around a horse that is tied.
6. If you want to give a horse a treat first check with the barn leader to make sure
that particular horse can get a treat. If it can, hold the treat in a flat hand, don’t
curl your fingers around it. The horse may think your finger is the treat.
7. Never wrap the lead line around your hand. Fold the lead line like a fan. If the horse bolts
and the lead is wrapped around your hand you can lose fingers
8. Wear heavy-duty boots.
9. Always be aware of where you are and where the horse is, don’t stand too close;
don’t let the horse stand too close to you. This is about the horse having respect
for your space and safety
10. Watch horse’s ears, they show what mood it’s in and an important way horse’s
communicate. Generally flat ears mean they feel threatened or angry. Ears straight
up or moving independently are signs that the horse is happy or listening.
11. If you are afraid, impatient, or angry don’t be with the horse. Horses read your
emotions and will respond accordingly.
12. Not every horse likes its face patted. If you don't know the horse or are unsure,
stroke its shoulder or scratch its withers—this mimics horse’s natural behavior.
Some horses prefer smelling you first. Read the horse’s cues
13. Horses must be taught good “ground manners.” If a horse is pushy or overly
excited you may want to ask a barn leader about handling the horse or how to
work on the problem.
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Grooming:
Each horse has his or her own tack box. This insures that they do not share any unknown
fungi or bacteria. Don’t mix the tools in the boxes and make sure you pick up the
appropriate box when you are getting ready to groom. Each box should contain at least
one curry comb, one hard brush and one soft brush, one hoof pick. They may also
contain other tools like a shedder or a mane brush or comb. We don’t have enough of
these for each horse so if you do need to use one of these tools for a different horse please
disinfect it with the spray vinegar and rinse it out before putting back in the original tack
box. The fly sprays, shampoos and conditioners, hoof paint, and mane and tail
conditioners are set on the tack box shelf. They are there for anyone to use unless they
have someone’s name on them. Then please ask that person.
TOOLS:
Each box should contain at least one curry comb, one hard brush, one soft brush, and one
hoof pick. They may also contain other tools like a shedder or a mane brush.
!
!
!
!
!

Rubber Curry: Usually shaped like an oval or circle, has soft rubber "teeth"
Dandy Brush: Stiff bristled brush
Body Brush: Soft bristled brush
Hoof Pick
Mane Brush
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When grooming a horse, start at the top of his neck and work your way to his rear, then
switch sides and repeat.
1. Start with the Rubber Curry. Use the rubber curry in a circular motion to loosen
dirt settled under the horse's hair. Be very careful and gentle around bony areas of
your horse's body (such as his back or shoulders). Don’t use a Rubber Curry on
your horse's legs. Never use a Curry or any stiff brush on your horse's face. It's too
easy to injure his eye on the rubber curry or stiff bristled brush.
2. Next, use the Dandy Brush. The motion for this brush is like the same motion you
would use when sweeping a floor. You flic' the brush away and up from the coat so
that the dirt comes off his coat. Unless your horse is already extremely clean, you
will see a slight cloud of dust with each stroke. If you don't, you need more flicking
action. If you don't use this "flicking" motion, the dirt will just get pushed back
under the hair, potentially causing irritation to the horse.
3. Then use the Body Brush is the softer of the two brushes. The body brush is
meant to smooth the hair and get rid of any traces of leftover dirt after thoroughly
using the Dandy Brush. With the Body Brush, don’t use a flicking motion,
instead, smooth it flat over the horse's coat to flatten the hair. This brush often
gives the horse a shiny, clean appearance (but only when the brushes are used in
this order!)
4. Next, use the Mane brush to gently comb the horse's mane and tail. We always
have detangler and conditioner to use on the mane and tail. Not using some sort of
conditioner risks breaking the mane and tail hair, so make sure and add this before
you begin to brush through their hair
5. Now, on to the feet! If unsure, first ask a barn leader show you how to pick up a
horse's feet. Usually, this is done by running your hand down your horse's leg, then
gently squeezing his fetlock (ankle). Be sure not to pick up the horse's foot too
high, or he might lose balance. If it is an older or stiff horse, keep the hoof low to
reduce strain. When you use the hoof pick, always scrape away from you. You
don't want to accidently injure yourself or your horse if he suddenly moves or pulls
his foot away. It is important to thoroughly clean out the hollow areas on both
sides of the frog, and around the sole of the foot. If you have any concerns about
the hoof after it is cleaned get a barn leader to look at it for you. Good hoof care is
crucial to the horse’s health and it is important to catch any problems before they
begin.
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OTHER TIPS:
A Shedding Blade can be used in the spring to loosen and get rid of hair that the horse
may shed due to the season change. Be very, very careful with a Shedding Blade, since the
edges are very sharp! (Adapted from Grooming by Cheryl Sutor
http://www.equusite.com/articles/basics/basicsGrooming.shtml)

Missing/Loose Horse
In the rare case that a horse is loose or missing, immediately find a barn leader to help you. Do not try to
find the horse or catch it on your own as our employees and barn leaders are qualified and know the proper
procedures. Sometimes it will take more than one person to catch the horse anyway. If no one is available
get a bucket of feed that you can shake to get the horse’s attention and a halter and lead line and try to lure
the horse to you with feed.

We hope you find the information in this manual useful. If you have questions,
comments, or concerns please let us know. The manual will always be a work in
progress and it is only through the feedback of our volunteers and observation that we
can see where change is needed.
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